
 

Welcome to This Divine Cosmic Web Portal  
 

Find the secrets hidden behind 
your Name & Date of Birth now! 

 

Send Your Birthdate 
& 

Get Answers about 
Past-Present and Future. 

 
 

Tantra Siddha Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji  ( Dr.Rupak 
Nath ):The Psychic Medium Who Is Recommended By Top 
Psychic Mediums.The Secret To Eliminating The Root Of 
Your Problems:Physical,Social Or Financial With 
Astrologer Dr.Rupnathji.Who were you in a Past 
Life?Find out From Regression.Siddha Yogi 
Rupnathji,Offering Life-Between-Lives Regression 
Too.Change Your Life Now!Take Your Spiritual Growth To 
A New Level With The Channeled Guidance Of Ascended 
Master,Siddha Yogi Shastrishree Paramahamsa 
Dr.Rupnathji (Dr.Rupak Nath). 
 
The reigning God of Hinduism is Vishnu,who is the 
“incarnated Sun”,and the most divine. Sometimes when 
there is chaos on the Earth Vishnu visits the earth in 
various forms such as the Ram, bull or lion.These symbols 
were found on temple walls dating back 7,000 years,and 
are still used in Astrology today with the signs of Aries 
the Ram,Taurus the Bull and Leo the Lion.In Hindu 
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Astrology the concept of Karma and Reincarnation plays 
a very important role and can determine the “stage” a 
persons soul has reached in this current lifetime. 
 
The Sanskrit word "Jyotisha" (ja-yo-teesh) means "science 
of light.Vedic Astrology or Jyotish is the ‘science of light’ 
also known as the ‘Eye of the Veda’,as such Jyotish gives 
light which guide us on our path of Karma."There are five 
main uses of Vedic astrology: 1.Kama - family and 
relationship issues like marriage compatibility,timing of 
children and domestic happiness; 2.Artha -help with 
finances,business and investments;3.Dharma -
determination of career and vocation; 4.Moksha -
guidance in the spiritual life and cosmic and self-
knowledge;and 5.Arogya -physical and mental 
health.Jyotisha is the science of understanding the subtle 
influences that come to us from the greater universe. 
Hindu philosophers,sages,went into great intricacies to 
explain God.They explain that world is evolving under 
the benevolent influence of a Divine Being.The Supreme 
Intelligence takes care of every individual and puts him 
under those circumstances which are best suited for his 
growth.This gives faith and confidence to the 
individual.Vedic astrology believes in the spiritual nature 
of man,and guides him in realizing his true self.It helps 
him realize that each soul is learning his lessons,which he 
can only learn under those circumstances.Thus,he comes 
to know that astrological prediction comes true because 
the soul is guided by Higher Beings,planets whose 
Judgment is never err.Astrology reflects the law of 
Karma, which includes both the aspect of fate and that of 
free will.Free will in Karma means that we shape our 
future by our present actions.Fate in Karma means that 
our present condition is the result of our past 
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actions.Astrology does not leave us helpless before the 
onslaughts of fate.It provides ways of dealing with our 
Karma.Vedic astrology holds that spiritual practices,like 
Yoga,prayer and meditation neutralize the effects of a 
bad astrological chart. 
 
 

Tantra Siddha Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath) 

has vast experience in Babylonian astrology,Burmese 

astrology,Celtic astrology,Chinese astrology,Shamanic 

Astrology,Christian astrology(Magi),Egyptian astrology,German 

astrology,Cosmobiology,Hamburg School of Astrology,Huber 

School of Astrology(Rosicrucianism),Uranian astrology,Hellenistic 

astrology,Hindu astrology,Nadi astrology,Jewish astrology,Hebrew 

astrology,Kabbalistic astrology,Mesoamerican astrology,Aztec 

astrology,Mayan astrology,Persian and Arab astrology,Islamic 

astrology,Astrology in Sri Lanka,Tibetan astrology,Vietnamese 

astrology,Western astrology,Agricultural astrology,Electional 

astrology,Esoteric astrology(Alchemy astrology),Chiromancy 

astrology,Geomancy astrology,Numerology,Physiognomy 

astrology,Tarot divination astrology,Evolutionary 

astrology,Financial astrology,Heliocentric astrology,Horary 

astrology,Horoscopic astrology,Judicial astrology,Katarchic 

astrology,Locational astrology(Astrocartography),Medical 

astrology,Meteorological astrology,Mundane astrology,Political 

astrology,Natal astrology(Natal chart),Psychological 
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astrology,Sidereal astrology,Sun sign astrology,Tropical astrology 

including Zodiac Sign Horoscopes,Chinese Horoscopes,Druid 

Horoscopes,Zoroastrian Horoscope,Parents Horoscope,Mythology 

Horoscope & Modality Horoscope. 

 

Enhance success,wealth,health and love with a 
Horoscope Reading from This Website ! 

Explore love in lifes gone by and ignite beautiful romance 
in this one with a Karmic Love Reading.Where are you 
headed in life? Find your way with a Life Path reading 
From This Website ! 

 

A Jyotish consultation helps you understand your 
Dharma of life purpose as well as giving you specific 
timetables for making decisions about 
career,finances,health,relationship,spiritual 
grow,etc.At This Website Tantra Siddha Yogi 
Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji offers personal 
consultations in Jyotish giving a detailed prediction 
about all important areas of life,including health, 
profession,relationship,finances and spiritual 
development including the opportunity to ask 
detailed questions.This Horoscope analysis provides 
very helpful guidance to understand one’s own 
strengths and weaknesses and helping one to make 
the right decisions in life.Uniquely accurate 
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horoscope readings show how astrology works,with 
This Website This includes daily horoscopes by 
sunsigns and natal date/time/place,astrology 
readings,love/romantic compatibility,astrology 
charts, celebrity star bios and relationships of famous 
people. This Website explains the signs of the zodiac 
Aries,Taurus,Gemini,Cancer,Leo,Virgo,Libra,Scorpio,
Sagittarius,Capricorn,Aquarius, and Pisces;the 
planets 
Sun,Moon,Mercury,Venus,Mars,Jupiter,Saturn,Uranu
s,Neptune,Pluto and Chiron;and other building blocks 
of astrology. This Website also has A to Z's 
Oracle,Cosmic Humor,and a best screensaver.God 
divided all the things on earth in to 9 groups and 
allotted to the 9 planets.They rule those things.If they 
are at good position at your horoscope they will give 
you success at/with/in those things. 

 

Siddha Jyotish(Spiritual Astrology) By Tantra Siddha Yogi 
Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji is an esoteric science practice 
by very few masters in India is a system designed by 
ancient Indian mystics.It is used to identify:-Soul's mission 
in this life-Spiritual secrets-Qualities,talents and 
capabilities of the individual-your hidden potential-your 
actual education,career & business path-How to appease 
Planets-How to get your departed ancestors blessings-
Method to remove bad karmic energies that limit your 
potential-What you owe to society in your previous life 
and ways to pay the dues-How to turn your bad vibration 
or ill luck into positive vibration to attract 
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health,wealth,prosperity-and many more….."Know your 
astrology,rituals,worships,remedies and you begin to 
control your destiny".Spiritual Diagnosis:-Tantra Siddhai 
Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath) scan and 
analyze your problems through five basics of spiritual 
science,i.e.,Astrology,Numerology,Palmistry,Vastu and 
Tantra,so as to reach to the root of your problems.These 
get eradicated through spiritual solutions and help you 
make your life easy and comfortable without any 
obstacles to move fast so that you can be on top and 
enjoy your life. 

These days it has become popular to recommend some 
jewel as a remedial measure.They are not traditionally 
recommended as a remedial measure.There are various 
astrological remedies available at  Born Sage Tantra 
Siddha Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji  ( Dr.Rupak Nath 
).Remedies - the solutions that will help you to overcome 
complicated situations in your life.These Remedies are 
the perfect solutions for appeasement of negative planets 
that influence greatly on your horoscope. 
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